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1. Graph theory

started with Leonard Euler’s ’1736 paper on the Seven Bridges

of Königsberg

(Image from Wikipedia)

In 270 years since, it has gone through huge development.

AMS search for books with “Graph theory” in the title turns

385 titles (most probably, a severe underestimate).

Standard users: combinatorics, electrical circuits, etc.



2. New development - Analysis on Graphs

• New types of graphs: Quantum Graphs, Fractals, Cay-

ley and Schreier Graphs, Multistructures

• New objects, problems and methods drawing from

analysis: PDEs, spectral theory, spectral geometry, Rie-

mannian and algebraic geometry, random walks/Brownian

motion, etc.

• Parallels with analysis, e.g. analysis on trees and hyper-

bolic plane, Schur complement and Dirichlet-to-Neumann

maps, amenability and Shnol’ theorems in PDEs.



A striking example of analogy

Regular tree and Poincare disc
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Graph Theory Geometry

a regular tree X the unit disc D with
the Poincaré metric

automorphism group of X isometry group of H

a finite regular graph a closed Riemann surface with
constant negative curvature

discrete Laplacian on X Laplacian ∆ on D

paths without geodesics
backtracking

spherical functions on X spherical functions on H

Ihara’s zeta function Selberg’s zeta function
for a finite regular graph for a closed Riemann surface
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3. Why?

• Modeling in physics (e.g., Anderson localization, pho-

tonic crystals, mesoscopic systems, waveguides), chem-

istry (aromatic molecules) and engineering (microelec-

tronics, fractal devices).

• Toy models, e.g. in quantum chaology.

• Algebra, combinatorics, computer sciences, e.g. struc-

ture of discrete groups, expanders for communication and

coding, computer graphics, Internet tomography, quan-

tum computing.



4. New types of graphs

Analysis on fractals.

(Images from Wikipedia)



Fractal antennas use self-similar design, are very compact

and multiband or wideband. Applied in cellular telephone and

microwave communications.

(From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal antenna)

Images from Wikipedia

Fractal optical materials

J. Kigami, Analysis on Fractals, Cambridge Univ. Press

2001; R. Strichartz, Diff. Equat. on Fractals: A Tutorial,

Princeton Univ. Press 2006.



Analysis on quantum graphs.

H = −
d2

dx2
+ V (x) plus vertex conditions

G. Berkolaiko et al. (Eds), Quantum Graphs and Their Appli-

cations, Contemp. Math., v. 415, AMS 2006. P. Kuchment
(Ed.), Quantum Graphs and Their Applications, Waves in
Random media, 14(2004),no.1.



5. Applications triggering the new developments

Modeling waves in thin media: Mathematical physics, Phys-

ical chemistry, Nanotechnology, Electromagnetics, Optics,

Mesoscopics, Waveguides.

• Modeling electron spectra of aromatic molecules

Naphthalene



Carbon nano-structures

Graphene and carbon nanotube. Images from Wikipedia



• Photonic crystals LEDs, optical fibers, nanoscopic lasers,

ultrawhite pigments, radio frequency antennas and reflec-

tors, optical integrated circuits, ...

Image from MIT Jannopoulos group’s page



6. Justification of “fattened graph” models





“Fattened graph” domain Ωǫ around Γ. Laplace operator

−∆N,ǫ (or more general Schrödinger) with Neumann b.c. in

Ωǫ. Does σ(−∆N,ǫ) converge when ǫ → 0 to the spectrum

of a quantum graph Γ?

Yes, it does. When neighborhoods of vertices decay slowly,

additional spectrum attached to the vertices arises, or the

graph completely decouples.



Technique used:

Constructing operators of extension E : H1(Γ) 7→ H1(Ωε)

and averaging P : H1(Ωε) 7→ H1(Γ) such that they can only

slightly increase the quadratic forms and only slightly de-

crease L2-norms. Then the Rayleigh-Ritz representation of

eigenvalues is used:

λn = inf
dimW=n

sup
u∈W,u 6=0

(Hu, u)

(u, u)
.



Similar question about the Dirichlet Laplacian.

Yes in smooth case (i.e., no vertices allowed). Curvature

dependent potentials arise: bents trap electrons.

Graph case: the answer is in general a No.

Partial results show different spectral behavior below the low-

est energy of transversal modes (around π2/ǫ2) and above it.

Below: additional spectrum arises “attached to vertices”

Above: a graph model might be possible.



Electromagnetic waves

Spectral problems for the operators:

Maxwell

∇×
1

ε(x)
∇~U = λ~U,∇ · ~U = ~0.

Divergence type

−∇ ·
1

ε(x)
∇H = λH.

Helmholtz type

−∆E = λε(x)E.

ε(x) - periodic electric permittivity.



For the Helmholtz case, some modes converge to the ones

of the problem

−∆E = µδΓ(x)E + cE,

δΓ(x) – the delta-function supported on the graph Γ. When

c = 0, this reduces to the spectrum of the (pseudo-differential)

Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator on the graph Γ:

[
∂E

∂ν
]Γ = µE.



7. Examples of parallel problems and methods between

continuous and graph systems

• Gap creation

Spectral gaps are sought for in:

(a) Photonic crystals, as their main feature.

(b) Expanders in computer science.

(c) Discrete groups: amenability, some other unresolved

problems.



Methods of gap creation: precious few :-(

(a) Use periodicity with respect to a free co-compact ac-

tion of an abelian group (Floquet-Bloch theory). Does

not guarantee existence of gaps. Almost impossible to

control.

(b) Resonant gaps: “decorate the medium”. Guaranteed

to work and very controllable, but ... we can handle it

on graphs only.



Inverse opal photonic crystal

UCLA antenna ground plane



8. Schur complement=Dirichlet-to-Neumann

map=Feshbach formula (In truth, Gauss elimination)

Schur complement in matrix algebra:
(

A C
D B

)

7→

(

A C

0 B − DA−1C

)

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in PDEs:



Schur complement works for spectra of fractal systems, spec-

tra of some groups of intermediate growth, etc. It is respon-

sible for the decoration (resonant gap) effect: using it one

removes decorations replacing them by energy dependent po-

tential:

∆u + v(λ)u = λu.

Near poles of the potential, there is no spectrum.



9. Shnol’ theorem in PDEs vs amenability in groups

Laplacian ∆ =
∑

w∼v
(f(w)− f(v)) on the Cayley graph of dis-

crete group G. f ≡ 1 satisfies ∆f = 0. Is 0 in the spectrum?

Yes, when G is amenable.

Shnol’ theorem: If periodic elliptic PDE Lu = λu has sub-

exponentially growing solution, then λ ∈ σ(L).

Contradiction? No, depends on what is meant by the growth:

if pointwise, then this is true for the groups/manifold of sub-

exponential volume grows; if in an integral sense, then al-

ways.



10. Liouville theorems on Riemannian manifolds, complex

manifolds, and graphs

L-periodic elliptic. VN(L) = {u|Lu = 0, |U(x)| ≤ C(1+ |x|)N}.

Is VN finite-dimensional?

Answer does not depend on the base. Gromov: from afar

covering looks like its deck group. In PDEs: homogenization.



11. Discrete groups, number theory, etc.

Cayley graph: Finitely generated group G, S = {sj} - gen-

erators. Vertices – elements of G. Edge (of js color) drawn

from g1 to g2 iff sjg1 = g2. Spectral theory of difference op-

erators on this graph contains important information about

G.



Image from Wikipedia



12. Mathematical physics

Crystallic lattices (graphs with co-compact free actions of

free abelian groups).



Image from Wikipedia

Anderson localization: metal-insulator transition in ran-

domly perturbed periodic systems.

Quantum chaos: How do spectral features of the quantized

system reflect chaotic or regular nature of the classical one?



Quasicrystals and Penrose tilings.

Image from Wikipedia



13. Computer sciences

Internet tomography



14. Other

Discrete Tomography: reconstructing binary images from

a small number of projections. Applications in image pro-

cessing, medicine, statistical data security problems, com-

puter tomography, electron microscopy.

(From en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete tomography)

Modeling lungs and blood vessels
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